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FEEDING TIME

enough to float seeds downstream, but the fish provide
a useful service getting them
against the current. As the
flood waters recede, the fish
are gradually re-confined to
the river channel, but the
little packages they left behind over now dry land can
germinate on a freshly fertilized seedbed.
Granted that you can’t
reproduce annual floods in
your fish room, or at least
you hope not too, but it
might be an interesting experiment to see what types
of fruits and vegetables your
characoids might
take.
Starve them for a day, use
small chopped pieces appropriate to the size of the fish,
and be sure to siphon out
any uneaten food. If you do
try such experiments, be
sure to write them up for
your club bulletin.

Characoid
fishes
make up 30% of the fish in
the Amazon [3] and get most
of their food from phytoplankton floating in the water. Many of them feed on
fruits dropped by trees during annual floods, so perhaps you might like to experiment with a few small
pieces of raspberry or strawberry. Plants that produce
fruit do so because the herbivores that eat them pass
the seeds in the fruit out the
other end, usually a dis- SPAWNING BEHAVIOUR
tance away from the source.
One thing any aquarThis helps the plant disperse itself through habitat.
An example is the
characoid Brycon guatemalensis, which eats figs
dropped into the water. The
advantage to the fig tree is
that the seeds have a
chance of being redistributed upstream [4]. It is easy

ium writer soon learns is to
never say never. There are all
kinds of recipes for spawning
fish, but no guarantee that
any of them will work, although in most cases they
will certainly help. What is
often forgotten is that fish
are not locked into an unvarying life style. They can’t
be, since their habitat varies
too much, and they must be
able to quickly adapt. Those
that don’t will soon be eliminated from the gene pool.
Many aquarists go to a lot of
trouble to set up water
chemistry and aqua-scaping
to get their fish to spawn.
The catch seems to be to get
them in the mood and try to
simulate (and stimulate)
their spawning season. While
it is true that most fish
spawn seasonally, it is not
necessarily because it is
compulsory for them, only
that the habitat regulates
when they can go.
cont’d on page 4
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Upcoming Events London Aquaria Society
January 12, 2010: Bob Wright on Livebearers
February 9, 2010: Jerry Draper—Breeding Fish
March 9, 2010: Zenin on Loaches
April 13, 2010: Larry Johnston—Trip to Africa.
May 2, 2010: Club Auction
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President’s Message
Steve Gregson had his operation on his knee last month and we understand his recovery is
going according to plan. Also Arthur’s recovery has been a little slower but he is also on the mend.
The speaker for February was Jerry Draper and he did a presentation about breeding tropical
fish. I enjoyed the evening and did learn a lot about different ways to breed our fishy friends. Good
job Jerry. Also, we had 45 Members show up for this meeting and that was very good to see.
The guest speaker for March will be Zenin Skomorowski. He has been in the hobby for many
years and has been a Member of the Kitchener Waterloo Aquaria Society since 2002. He has three
teenagers and a spouse that tolerates nine aquariums. His hobbies are tropical fish, photography,
biking, hiking and wood working. His presentation will be on Loaches. Going off all the pictures I
have seen Zenin take, this should be fantastic for the eyes.
The fish show for March will be in Mollies, Platies and Open Class and the Open Class for
Plants. The auction will be there as usual.
We have extra shirts available for $10.00 each which will be available at our next General Meeting.
Happy St. Patrick’s Day and Don’t drink too much green water.
Ron
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its main
objective is to promote interest in breeding and
raising tropical fish and also to provide a means
through which hobbyists may exchange ideas,
gain information and display their fish, sharing
them in the public in the London Area.
Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication may be reprinted provided full credit is
given to the Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of the published bulletin or
magazine in which the article appears, is to be
mailed to:

Please Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location Dundas &
Saskatoon
London, Ontario
They support us!!!
519-451-7279
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What’s New In Characoid Studies: Part 1
cont’d from front page

If the habitat allows continuous spawning,
most commonly in hydroelectric reservoirs, then
the fish will take advantage of that. An example is
the Brazilian piranha Serrasalmus spilopleura,
which
changes
its
behaviour
to
spawn
continuously in reservoirs.
For the aquarist trying to spawn a characoid
in the home tank, don’t worry about the book
saying that a species will only spawn once a year under specialized conditions. Try to
think things through for your fish. Is it big and healthy? Eating well? Not in a too-small
tank? Many aquarists are actually already spawning their fish but never see the results
because the eggs are quickly eaten within minutes or a few hours because the tank was
too small and the aquascaping lacked hiding places for the eggs and fry.
AVOIDING BEING EATEN
Alarm pheromones are chemicals given off by many species of fish if their skin is
broken, such as when the fish gets chomped through (or nearly so) by a predator. Other
fish detect the scent of the chemical and react accordingly. This may be redundant if the
predator was seen by the rest of the shoal to
PET PARADISE
which the unfortunate victim belonged, but
it never hurts to be certain. In any event,
SUPERSTORE
pheromones are useful in conditions of poor
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995
visibility such as muddy water or nightfall.
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
Prey fish do not necessarily panic and
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH, AND
scatter if alarm pheromone has been
SMALL ANIMALS
detected, but they will certainly go on red
alert. One interesting study on glowlight • Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
tetras (Hemigrammus erythrozonus) revealed • Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
that if these fish detect alarm pheromones • Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
from their conspecifics, they will begin • Pets Always Welcome!
flicking their fins [1]. This activity has two RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND
purposes. Firstly, it serves as an additional SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PREalarm signal to the rest of the shoal, SENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIparticularly the ones out of range or ETY MEMBERSHIP CARD.
upstream of the pheromone flow. Secondly, Our Store Hours:
it also notifies the predator that the shoal is
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
alert, thereby reducing the chances of an
Saturday…..9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
attack, since predators generally rely on
Sunday…..11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.
surprise. The study showed that cichlids
slowed their attack rate on fin-flickers. It is 519-432-1600
not always effective, but every little bit 1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario
helps.
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Getting To The Roots Freshwater Plants
Written by Steve Windsor
www.alltropicalfish.com/content/view/129/111/
There's a huge amount of interest in freshwater planted aquaria at the moment. We begin a new series in the
January issue of Practical Fishkeeping looking at all aspects of planted tanks, and the author has some interesting and
radical suggestions for setting up planted aquaria without necessarily using the full range of equipment - CO2 gas, heating
cables, and dedicated lighting...
Our own planted project tank in the PFK office very quickly used up its first canister of CO2, but in the busy
atmosphere of magazine production we forgot to get a new canister. To tell the truth we thought the control system on
the unit was so poor that we'd forever be replacing the gas supply anyway. So we experimented without it.
The tank was set-up with proper planting substrates, reasonable but not great lighting, under substrate heating, a small
internal filter, a heater and a nitrate removing device.
We used plain tap water at around pH6.8, and the tank is decorated with "controversial" Ocean Rock. This,
despite the sarcastic mail we keep getting telling us otherwise, is inert. To get this type of "Ocean" rock you must buy
from Trilcot - we can't guarantee that other won't harden your tank water.
The tank holds a selection of basic plants - mostly known to do well in most aquaria - and they are thriving - as are the
fish. We're always told that filtration shouldn't be too powerful in a planted tank, and it's often suggested that only a few
fish should be stocked.
Shortly after we set-up the tank we "inherited" a job lot of fish from another tank. There were eight Schuberti
barbs, three Black widows, a Red finned black Shark, three Corydoras, a Gold three-spot Gourami, and usefully, an
algae-eating Flying fox.
The shark should be territorial to the fox but the line of sight is so often shut off by plants and decor that
skirmishes are few and short. We've lost a single barb in three months, and most of our original stock of guppies is still in
the tank - the others are now in the freshwater plenum set up mentioned elsewhere on this site.
Our only real problem has been the "non-powerful" filter which clogs very quickly (the fish are especially ravenous in
this tank and the extra food is probably the
problem). The particular make we used - a Rena has a relatively fine foam, and we must clean it
more often - the plastic inner support collapses
under the strain. Must be a good powerhead/pump
on the top mustn't it to suck so hard against the
pressure?
Cont’d on page 6 166 GRAND RIVER AVENUE PHONE (519) 756-6225
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO
FAX (519) 756-5140

www.tropicalfishroom.ca

Quality Tropical Fish & Supplies!
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Getting To The Roots Freshwater Plants
Cont’d from page 5

You'll have gathered from all this that the tank is thriving - so
much so that we have both pruned the plants and passed them on to
other tanks. No question that the tank could be improved and that the
addition of more CO2 and more lighting could produce even better
results. The famous algae-eating shrimps - if we could get any - would
help with the small amounts of algae that have appeared here and
there.
But to our minds the success of the tank more than justifies the
amount of extra equipment (compared to an 'ordinary' tropical tank)
to grow plants properly. It seems, and I know our new contributor
agrees, that if you must do without anything it's the CO2. Of course
the real test comes when you try to grow the more difficult plants.
Perhaps that's our next challenge.
Breeding Sewellia
by Martin Thoene — last modified Feb 09, 2008 10:24 AM
Credit: Emma Turner
www.loaches.com/articles/breeding-sewellia

Introduction It is easy to see why the Reticulated Hillstream Loach, Sewellia lineolata, caused such a stir when
pictures first circulated on the internet, before exports from its native Vietnam began. Not only did this extraordinary
fish instantly appeal to the ‘hardcore hillstream loach enthusiasts’, but to the fishkeeping world in general. Their
outstanding dark markings on a bright yellow background colour are enough to rival any South American L-number
pleco!
The shipment arrived on the whole, in very good order, and several weeks later, all still being well, I purchased 8
specimens for my River Tank. This aquarium was set up some months previously based upon Martin Thoene’s excellent
uni-directional flow design, as featured here: Hillstream Loaches - The Specialists at Life In The Fast Lane. The River
Tank principle not only encompasses this
very natural one way flow as found in most
Hours of Operation
large river systems, but also creates a very
Monday-Thursday
high level of oxygenation due to the
11:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.
amount of water movement involved –
Friday
10:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.
absolutely essential for keeping any type of
hillstream loaches successfully. Other
Saturday
10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
occupants of my River Tank at the time
Sunday Closed
were two large adult Schistura balteata,
Amano plant shrimps ( Caridina
multidentata), Eight Banded False Barbs
(Eirmotus octozona), Danio sp. ‘Hikari’, and
a couple of unidentified hillstream loach
11 Frank Street
species, also from Vietnam (possibly one
Strathroy, Ontario
Annamia and one Homaloptera species).
N7G 2R2
cont’d on page 7
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Breeding Sewellia
cont’d from page 6

The aquarium itself has a fine black sand substrate and many bogwood
pieces, with smooth Scottish cobbles placed on the sand around the bases of
the pieces of bogwood. Hillstream loaches have evolved to ‘hang on’ in fast
flowing currents and graze on the algae that forms on rounded or smooth
flat stones. As S. lineolata originate from boulder-strewn streams, I considered these smooth stones an absolute must for their wellbeing. I have several plant species that do surprisingly well under the extreme conditions in
this river-style set up. Plants are not essential, as they are not found in
abundance in the areas S. lineolata inhabit in the wild, but they can help with water quality and do look aesthetically
pleasing. Anubias barteri, whilst slow-growing, always fares very well in most River Tanks, my plants being trained to
grow on the bogwood along with Java moss, which always requires regular pruning. Cryptocoryne balansae and C.
wendtii ‘green’ are planted in the gaps between the cobbles and have been growing remarkably well for some years
now. As mentioned in the previous article, bright lighting is essential for all river tanks as it promotes decent algal
growth over the cobbles and other décor. Hillstream loaches enjoy grazing this for the small micro-organisms it contains. The other crucial factor in the maintenance of this species is its preference for almost sub-tropical temperatures, to
mimic the cooler hillstreams in which it naturally occurs.
The Flutter of Tiny Fins
During the football World Cup of May/June 2006, I was carrying out some routine maintenance on the tank. Don’t get
me wrong, I love football (I’m a loyal Norwich City fan!), but with the multitude of matches that were on in the early
stages of the tournament, I kind of had ‘football overload’ and so left my other half watching the match whilst I attended
to the external filter. The filter I use on this 180 litre tank is an Eheim Pro II 2028, which houses three media trays. With
my attention wandering between filter maintenance and the match, I absentmindedly removed the top tray which held
the phosphate-remover, Indian almond leaves, and fine filter wool. I then started to lift out the second tray, but stopped
mid-way through to glance over at the TV. When I looked back down, I saw something tiny dart about between the
ceramic media! I mentioned this to the football-engrossed other-half and just met with an, “Mmmm” type of ‘noninterested, eyes-fixed-on-telly reply’, like it was my wild imagination playing up again. I stared back down at the tray,
still submerged in the filter, and saw not one, but several small fish darting about. After a bit more persuasion, I prized
Steve away from the television in a fit of mad excited-ness! These fish could be loaches! We hurriedly retrieved a small
12” x 8” tank that I normally use for photographing fish at Steve’s shop (http://www.fishkeeper.co.uk/
store_details.php?storeid=33) and set it up using water from the main aquarium and an Interpet air-driven sponge filter. I actually use four replacement Interpet sponges on the intake end of my River-Tank manifold, so swapping one of
the old ones for a new one, I quickly (and very conveniently) had an established sponge to run on the little filter in the
baby tank. The fry were tiny, 6mm TL maximum, and very difficult to catch. They would keep darting down between
various ceramic tubes and balls in the bottom two trays, and so we literally had to remove the media piece by piece to
minimize the risk of them becoming hurt when trying to net them out for transfer to the small tank.
There turned out to be nine fry in total, and as they had began their lives
in the darkness amongst the filter media, I decided to leave various bits
and pieces of ceramic media in the baby tank as a temporary substrate for
them to browse on and hide amongst. I did not add any lighting to this
tank either. At this point, I didn’t know for sure which species had bred,
as the tiny fry bore no resemblance to any of the adult fish. A really exciting guessing game began! The only recent addition to the tank had
been a few female S. lineolata, as most of my original group had turned
out to be males.
cont’d on page 8
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Breeding Sewellia
cont’d from page 7

However, as my series of developmental photographs show, the fry changed dramatically over a short period of time
and it became apparent that these were actually a sucker-belly type hillstream loach, not only from the markings and
‘shrinking’ of barbels, but by their sudden ability to ‘cling’ to the glass and décor using their modified pectoral and
ventral fins. Photograph opportunities were not always easy, due to the secretive nature of the fry.
To sidetrack slightly, shortly after this event, I managed to acquire a new and currently undescribed species of Sewellia,
which we have been referring to as Sewellia.
sp. ‘spotted’ due to the fact that these fish are of a dark base colour with a
splattering of fine yellow dotted markings all over.
These were said to occur in a location that overlaps that of S. lineolata, but we do
not have any real proof that this is the case. All we know for sure is that they are
Vietnamese and are wider and more heavily-bodied than S. lineolata. Unlike S.
lineolata these fish are quite a cryptic species that remain hidden for most of the
day, and only really venture out in the open with confidence when under blue
moon lights or an absence of lighting altogether. S. lineolata adults are the
opposite, and are always present, even under the brightest of lighting.
Several months on, and at a TL of 20mm, I decided to prepare the S. lineolata fry for transferral to the aquarium in
which they had originally been conceived. I added a small Maxijet powerhead (complete with impeller protection
cage) to the fry aquarium to give an increased flow rate.
I decided to give away three of these fry to loach-keeping friend Graeme Robson before moving the remainder across,
and the evening before he drove down to pick them up, I spotted a new single little fry in a large Anubias plant in the
main tank itself! (8th December 2006)
This fry was much smaller and clearly from another spawning, which once again I had failed to witness. I was amazed at
how it must have managed to survive in there, running the ‘Schistura gauntlet’.
The six remaining fry in the baby tank were acclimatised across and the small tank dismantled. The River Tank became
a hive of activity with the little ones checking out their larger counterparts. I admit to being quite concerned about
moving them across after nurturing them for some months, but I needn’t have worried!
(8th December 2006)
The next evening, I was relaxing in front of the River Tank, observing the newly-transferred fry. Suddenly something
caught my eye on the sand behind a hunk of bogwood. At no more than 5mm TL, this young fish had a bright yellow
base colour with several jet black bars – completely different to the S. lineolata fry! Although concerned for its safety (it
could easily have fitted in the mouths of those Schistura!) I tried to console myself with the fact that if it had survived to
that stage, it should have a good idea by now of how to remain safe.
Thinking that it might be prudent to check the filter once more, I opened it up to find another thirteen S. lineolata fry in
the bottom, this time under the media trays. No sign of any more of these stripy fellows though. So less than 24 hours
after dismantling the fry tank, I found myself setting it back up again for these youngsters. There were two different sizes
in this collection, evidence of more than one spawning.
Those thirteen S. lineolata grew well on a diet of Interpet Liquifry No. 3 finely
powdered fry food, crushed JMC catfish pellets, Tetra Prima Mini Granules, frozen
cyclops and baby brineshrimp. Exactly like the previous batch, these fry began
clinging to surfaces at an early stage in their development and are fairly reclusive
(much unlike the adults of the species).
Cont’d next month.
London Aquaria Society
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BAP/HAP Report
The following Club Members have spawned the following fish and have achieved their certificate for these following fish and plants.
Carol Hains

Pelvachromis pulcher (Kribensis
Corydoras adolfori

Lloyd Swance

Poecilia reticulata (Red Guppy)

Sean Patrick

Palsemonetes paludosus (Ghost Shrimp)

Karl Baumgarten

Lamprologus ornatipinnis
Otophartnx lithobates
Aulonocara Stuartgrarti cobue
Echinodorus amazonicus

Annette & Ron Bishop

Australoheros scitulus (Paso Pache)
Archocentrus septemfasciatus

PLEASE, WHEN YOU FILL OUT YOUR BREEDERS REPORT,
HAVE THE LATIN NAME ON THE FORM.
To get your Certificate, you have to have 10 fry (Rule 12-B of the Breeders Award Program)
CONGRATULATIONS EVERYONE.
Freshwater Hatchetfish
(Family: Gasteropelecidae)
Blackwinged hatchetfish, Carnegiella marthae. Date 14 March 2006.
Author Tsunamicarlos
The freshwater hatchetfishes are a family, Gasteropelecidae, of rayfinned fish. The common hatchetfish is the most popular member among
fish keeping hobbyists. The family includes three genera: Carnegiella (4 species), Gasteropelecus (3 species), and Thoracocharax (2 species).
Distribution and habitat Freshwater Hatchetfishes originate from Panama and South America
(though it is absent in Chile). They tend to be a upper-level fish, often swimming directly below the surface of the water.
Flight: The most obvious trait of the freshwater Hatchetfish is their enormously enlarged sternal region. This is accompanied by large pectoral fins and massive associated muscles. Due to this, they are the
only fish technically enabled for powered (as opposed to gliding, as in flyingfish) flight, although the exact degree to which this mechanism is actually used is not well researched.
They can propel themselves out of the water and at least assist their flight by
rapidly striking their pectoral fins to evade predators, albeit only for distances
of a few meters and in a straight line. Alternatively, they can make shorter flying jumps to catch insects. Because of this ability to "fly", or at least this tendency to jump, when kept in an aquarium the cover should be tight and sealed
to prevent these fish from escaping.
London Aquaria Society
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Tetra Fish
www.aquaticcommunity.com/tetrafish/

In this section of the articles library you will find information about the many different Tetra fish species. All the Tetras
belong to the family Characidae in the order Characiformes and are
small freshwater fishes. Many tropical Tetra fish species are popular among aquarists, especially the species that are brightly colored and easy to care for in captivity.
The most famous of the Tetra species is of course the immensely popular Neon tetra
(Paracheirodon innesi). This fish is found in both blackwater and clearwater streams in Brazil, Colombia
and Peru. It is a peaceful fish that is commonly kept in community aquariums. It is not hard to care for
and is suitable for novice aquarists. The Neon tetra grows no larger than 5 centimeters (2 inches). You
should always keep at least 10 Neon tetra fishes together, since this is a schooling species that will feel
very stressed if kept alone. Your Neon tetra will appreciate a well planted aquarium, but leave a space
open for swimming. Floating plants that will dim the light a bit is recommended. A dark substrate will
also help creating a less bright environment in the aquarium since it will not reflect the light. The colors of the Neon tetra will also look more vibrant against a dark substrate. Keep the water temperature
between 22 and 25 degrees Celsius. The Neon tetra can live in acidic water as well as in a slightly alkaline environment, so anything from pH 5.5 to pH 7.5 will be okay. Getting a Neon tetra to eat in captivity is definitely not hard and you should strive to avoid over feeding. Choose a high-quality flake
food.
An example of a less well-known tropical Tetra fish species is the Congo tetra, Micralestes interruptus. This Tetra is not as sturdy as the Neon tetra and frequent water changes are very important since
this species is sensitive to poor water conditions. The aquarium where you house your Congo tetra
must also be equipped with sufficient circulation. The Congo tetra is peaceful but can be a little skittish
and nervous. You can make your Congo tetra less shy and decrease the stress by decorating the aquarium in a way that creates plenty of hiding spots. The Congo tetra should be kept with at least five other
Congo tetras, preferably even more. Aggressive and bullying fish can make the Congo tetra very
stressed. The Congo tetra will stay stronger in slightly acidic water, but can tolerate anything from pH
6 to pH 7.5. Wild Congo tetra is found in the warm waters of the Zaire river basin on the African continent, and your Congo tetra will therefore appreciate a water temperature in the 23-26° C (73º -79º F)
range. Soft water is best, but a healthy Congo tetra will usually adapt to harder conditions as well.
A third example of an interesting tropical Tetra
fish species is the Serpae tetra (Hyphessobrycon eques).
This fish has a very beautiful red coloration and is therefore also known as Blood characin, Jewel tetra, Red
serpa and an abundance of other names that all alludes
to the decorative red color. The red shades vary from
reddish brown to a vivid bright red. The main body is
red, and so is the all the fins except for the dorsal fin
which is black with a white fringe. Behind the gill cover,
the body is decorated with a dark marking that is shaped
like a comma.
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Wow, for those of you who missed last months meeting, you missed another great one.
Jerry Draper talked about the different types of livebearers and how to breed them.
I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw the turnout. I counted 44 Members and Bob
counted 45. Either way, it was a fantastic meeting.
We also had a number of new Members join this wonderful club and one of them is a new Junior Member whose name is William Inverariti. Bob gave William some tips on setting up and maintaining his
aquarium and to cut down on the amount of fish that he puts into this tank.
So, on behalf of myself and the London Aquaria Society, I welcome you William and all of the other
New Members who have joined this Wonderful Club.
Hugs, Lorraine
London Aquaria Society
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Jar Show Fish Results
Month

Fish Name

Bob Steele

Name

February

Bronze Cordoras (Corydoras aeuneus)

Sponsor

Annette & Ron Bishop

February

Snakeskin Gourami (Trichogaster pectoralis)

Sean Patrick

February

Female (Betta splendens )

Annette & Ron Bishop

February

Kissing Gourami (Helostoma temminckii)

Annette & Ron Bishop

February

Kissing Gourami (Helostoma temminckii)

James Kelly

February

Golden Gourami (Trichogaster trichopterus)

James Kelly

February

Golden Gourami (Trichogaster trichopterus)

James Kelly

February

Female Honey Gourami (Trichogaster chuna)

Annette & Ron Bishop

February

Bumblebee Catfish (Microglanis iheringi)

Bob Steele

February

Male Swordtail (Xiphophorus hellerii)

Award

Pets 'n Ponds (Strathroy)

Best in Show

Red
Blue
White

Blue
White

Jar Show Plant Results
Name
James Kelly

Month
February

Plant Name

Sponsor

Java Fern (Microsorum pteropus)

Award
Red

Platy Fish Fact Sheet
http://ezinearticles.com/?Platy-Fish-Fact-Sheet&id=3779150
There are two species of Platy, Xiphophorus maculatus, and Xiphophorus
variatus. Platys are closely related to Swordtails and Xiphophorus helleri, and Xiphophorus maculatus will freely interbreed with Swordtails. The interfertility of Xiphophorus variatus with the others two species may be less, but hybrids can occur. The
Platies and Swordtails we buy are often not of pure species.
All three species come from Central America. Xiphophorus variatus, commonly called the Variatus Platy,
appears to be able withstand slightly colder conditions than the other two species, and may be more suitable for an
unheated tank in a reasonably warm house than the other species, but all are basically tropical fish. Platies tend to
be shorter but thicker than Swordtails.
Water Conditions: The platy is a tropical fish and I recommend a temperature of 24 degrees C (75 degrees F). They
prefer harder water with some salt in it although they are quite adaptable. The platy appears to be better able to survive higher Nitrite (NO2) levels than most fish, but these should normally be avoided for all fish.
Food: The Platy is an omnivore and will eat some algae as well as live food including Mosquito larvae (wrigglers)
and Daphnia. They do well on all normal fish foods.
Companions: The Platy is a peaceful fish and is a good fish for a community tank of small peaceful fish. The Platy
lacks the long fins of the Guppy and is a faster swimmer, so its companions can include some of the slightly aggressive fish that you would not put with Guppies. You need to avoid any large, aggressive
or predatory fish. Suitable companions include Rummy Nose Tetras, Harlequin Rasboras, Guppies, Endlers Guppies, Neon Tetras, Peppered Catfish, White Cloud Mountain Minnows and Zebra Danios. Most of these fish will eat baby Platies.
Pest Fish: Never release your pet fish or put them in the position of being accidentally
released. The Platy has the potential to seriously damage fragile ecosystems.
London Aquaria Society
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C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

CAOAC generally holds its meetings on the dates shown below each year.
• Third Sunday in January - Newsletter award nominations are due and club
memberships accepted.
• Second Sunday in February - Recognition awards nominations are due.
• Third Sunday in March - Awards Committee meeting precedes the Executive
Meeting.
Third Sunday in April - Annual Reports due.
Victoria Day Weekend in May - CAOAC Annual Convention and Annual General Meeting with Executive elections.
Fourth Sunday in June (avoids Fathers Day on the third Sunday) - Committee heads chosen.
Third Sunday in September - Budget day.
Third Sunday in October.
Third Sunday in November.
Second Sunday in December - Authors and Advanced Authors Awards nominations due - Membership applications due.

Occasionally dates may have to be moved. Please check this calendar often to be kept up-to-date. Dates in ORANGE
are official CAOAC meeting dates. Clubs are respectfully asked NOT to hold events on these dates.
January 17, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario. (Newsletter award nominations
are due)
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
February 13, 2010: Durham Regional Aquarium Society Annual Awards Dinner with special guest speaker Oliver
Lucanus.
February 14, 2010: Tropical Fish Club of Erie County. (AUCTION ONLY)
February 21, 2010 : CAOAC general and business meeting (CANCELLED) Awards submissions for the 2010 convention are due with CAOAC by this date.
March 7, 2010: Peel Regional Aquarium Club. (AUCTION ONLY)
cont’d on page 15

Month

Plant

Fish Categories

September open

open Loaches, Suckermouth, Catfish, (Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos )

October

open Cichlids-substrate spawning (Angels, Kribs, Rams, etc.)

open

November open

open Cyprinids (Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras, White Clouds, etc.)

December open

open No jar show due to Christmas Party.

January

open

open Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian, etc.), Swordtails

February

open

open Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise Fish

March

open

open Mollies, Platies

April

open

open Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars, etc.)

May

open

open Cichlids—mouthbrooding (Guentheri, Aulonacara, etc.)

June

none

none Due to Awards Night.

London Aquaria Society

Class
Family

Family
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C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar
Cont’d from page 14
March 14, 2010: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society. (AUCTION ONLY).
Waterdown Legion. Waterdown, Ontario.
March 21, 2010: (Awards meeting begins at 9:00 a.m. (LOCATION WILL BE
ANNOUNCED CLOSER TO THIS DATE)
10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
March 28 2010: Brant Aquarium Society, (SHOW & AUCTION). Special Events Building, Paris Fairgrounds,
Paris, Ontario
April 11, 2010: Durham Region Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION) Aquatic Centre, Ajax, Ontario.
April 17, 2010:

Sarnia Aquarium Society. (AUCTION ONLY)

April 18, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
May 2, 2010: London Aquaria Society (ANNUAL AUCTION).
May 21 – 23, 2010: Canadian Association of Aquarium Clubs. 51st (ANNUAL CONVENTION) Sheridan College (Trafalgar Road Campus) Oakville, Ontario.
June 26, 2010: Sarnia Aquarium Society. Dinner & Guest Speaker 'Gary Lange' Rainbowfish.
June 27, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario (PRESIDENT'S BBQ)
September 18, 2010:

Sarnia Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)

September 19, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
September 26, 2010: London Aquaria Society. (ANNUAL SHOW & AUCTION)
October 3, 2010: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION) Waterdown Legion, Waterdown,
Ontario.
October 17, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
(

October 24, 2010: Kitchener-Waterloo Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)
October 31, 2010: St Catharines & Area Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)
November 7, 2010:

Peel Regional Aquarium Society. (AUCTION ONLY)

November 21, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
December 12, 2010: (Christmas pot luck lunch following the executive meeting.) (Membership and Insurance applications are due.) (Author and Advanced Author applications are due.)
10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 a.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
London Aquaria Society
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE
OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING
RETAILER FOR THE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 20 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members

London Aquaria Society
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